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Abstract 
Patients living with HIV are eligible for treatment when their CD4 count is less than 350 cells/mm3. The patients receive 
antiretroviral treatment (ART) which they need to take every day for the rest of their life. To maintain treatment eƥcacy, it 
is necessary to avoid the event of treatment failure. In order to assist physicians monitoring HIV patients this paper propose 
temporal data mining to predict treatment outcome by providing visual representation of prediction results. Temporal 
abstraction is used to classify time series data into discrete categories, each represented typically with a symbol. Artificial 
neural networks are used in this study where the problem of unbalanced data size occurs during the learning process. Two 
under-sampling techniques are proposed. With the nearest samples to cluster center technique, accuracy is achieved at 
levels higher than 85% and the discovered patterns correspond with real world diagnosis where viral load is the primary 
feature to predict treatment outcome. 
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1. Introduction 
Worldwide 33 million people currently live with HIV. Among them, 36% are treated with antiretroviral 
(ARV) treatment. In Thailand, more than 216,000 patients have received this treatment. However, there is a 
limitation on the ARV option, especially in developing country where only a few drug classes are available. 
When the patient fails the first line regimen, they need to change to another class, called the second line 
regimen, the cost of which is greater. Therefore, it is necessary to promote a strategic use of laboratory 
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monitoring for the purpose of early detection of treatment failure, which is the primary reason of switching to 
the second line regimen [1]. Due to the new guidelines recommending earlier treatment, the number of patients  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
with ART will increase accordingly. For this reason, this study proposes decision support system to assist 
physician monitoring patients by providing a treatment outcome prediction system with interactive 
visualization.  
For treatment outcome monitoring, viral load (VL) is used to express how well the treatment suppresses the 
HIV virus. Normally, six months after treatment initiation HIV virus should be <50 copies/mL, which is called 
an undetectable. Subsequent treatment attempts to maintain this state. However, detection of the virus after six 
months of treatment or the reporting of virus rebound can be a sign of treatment failure. Once unsuppressed or 
rebounding viral load has been confirmed, the physician will consider switching treatment. Therefore, 
monitoring to reduce time of diagnosis and for early detection of an undesired event is essential to maintain 
treatment eƥcacy.  
Results of viral load tests are time series data as they are collected cumulatively over time. Temporal data 
mining is applicable to time series data where temporal information is maintained. One of the techniques 
appropriate to characteristics of the data in medical domain is temporal abstraction (TA). TA is a method which 
abstracts time-stamped data into interval-based representation [2] while medical information is still maintained. 
Information visualization is a way to display the results from data mining in form allowing user interaction. 
This technique allows the user to filter and interact with the desired information and mitigate information 
overload. In Section 2 next, temporal abstraction and artificial neural networks are discussed. The development 
of the decision support system is described in Section 3. Sections 4 discuss the experimental results and their 
validity. We conclude in Section 5. 
2. Materials and methods 
Temporal data mining consist of process before actual mining can be performed which are data 
preprocessing and representation of the data [3]. This study used temporal abstraction (TA) to represent time 
series data. For mining part Artificial Neural Network is applied. 
2.1. Temporal abstraction 
Temporal abstraction (TA) is a method, introduced in [4], used to represent time series data while retaining 
high-level concepts. As previously stated, when time-stamped patient data scales up, physicians can be 
overwhelmed during the diagnosis process or in making a decision about treatment. Therefore, there is a need 
Fig. 1. Temporal abstraction task. 
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to capture significant information over the time-oriented data and provide context-sensitive summaries to assist 
the physicians. In [5], the authors abstract laboratory testing results performed over a period of time into a set 
of symbols, where the threshold and time intervals are defined by a domain expert.  
The authors in [4] explain that the temporal abstraction task is to interpret time-stamped data of past and 
present states, as well as trends, in terms of abstraction goals. As demonstrated in Figure 1, the input 
parameters can be raw data with time stamps or, simply, a set of events. TA rules, particularly the value 
thresholds and time intervals, can be determined by the domain expert or with help of guidelines from the 
relevant field. The output of a TA operation can be: trend (e.g., increase, decrease or stable), state (e.g., low, 
normal or high), rate (e.g., slow or stable) and gradient (e.g., same, increasing or decreasing) . 
The authors in [6] propose the technique to abstract long-term change test for basic temporal abstraction. 
They first divide TA primitives for states into three main regions: Normal, Low and High, defined by a 
threshold specified by domain expert. TA trend primitives for long-term change test are defined consisting of 
stable (S), increasing (I), fast increasing (FI), decreasing (D) and fast decreasing (FD). They use visual 
observation for changing patterns in their complex hepatitis database and define relations between TA 
primitives. The relations that can occur in long-term change tests are Change state to (>): state of a sequence 
changes from one region to another region, and then (-): connect state and trend where the trend does not 
change to other state ever after, majority/minority (/): describe sequence that fluctuates in the boundary of two 
regions.  
Temporal abstraction for long-term change tests is applied in this study. While data characteristics in cohort 
study are often irregular sequences with diơerent lengths, it is necessary to interpret medical knowledge in data 
transformation processes. Therefore, this technique will be used for data representation in this paper. 
2.2. Artificial Neural Network 
ANN is one of the data mining techniques that used for classification, prediction or forecasting tasks. This 
technique is inspired from biological neural network as human brain. There is a dendrite that sends input 
signals to the neural cells. Synapse is a response to increased or decreased stress on a neural cell while the 
output from the neural is sent via axons to another neural cell. This concept inspired a model of artificial neural 
networks that consists of input layers as dendrite, weights as synapses that are processed inside neural node. 
Inside each neural node there is a processing element (PE) that consists of the weight summation function in 
equation (1) and transfer function in equation (2) and the result will be sent to the output layer or neural nodes 
in another layer. 
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Network structure can be organized in various ways; the most popular is feed-forward back-propagation [7]. 
This model is supervised learning where there are known desired outputs. The structure of back-propagation 
allows pushing the output of one layer to the input of the next layer but does not allow feedback.  
The network structure consists of an input layer where raw data may need to be converted into meaningful 
representation. Hidden layers are layers that receive input from previous layers and send the output to the next 
layer for further processing; the number of hidden layers is arbitrary. Output layer is a layer that produces the 
answer to set questions. The supervised learning process is back-propagation as the ANN computes the output 
and compares actual output with desired output if it is not achieved; weights will then be adjusted and 
recomputed until desired output is achieved and then the learning process stops.  
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Multilayer feed forward perceptron (MLP) is a neural network architecture frequently used in medical 
decision support systems. The authors in [8] develop the system for diagnosing heart disease by using MLP. 
Their method consists of 3 layers: one input, hidden and output layer. In the input layer 40 variables are 
involved; these variables are converted and encoded before being processed in the hidden layer. According to 
the authors identifying the number of nodes in the hidden layer is a complicated task. Therefore, they develop a 
process to find the appropriate number of nodes by testing the accuracy of the result and adjusting the number 
of nodes iteratively. Finally, they use 15 nodes in the hidden layer as it shown that it produces high accuracy 
and costs less learning time. The output layer consists of 5 heart diseases of interest. They claim that with MLP 
the accuracy of heart disease diagnosis is higher than 90%. 
3. Development of decision support system 
This paper proposes a decision support system with interactive visualization for monitoring treatment 
outcome of HIV patients. To predict treatment outcome, there are four main processes: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x Data collection and preprocessing  
x Temporal abstraction (TA) process  
x Data mining process  
x Visualization design and development 
 
The architecture of the proposed model is shown in Figure 2. From the raw database, the data is first cleaned 
and duplicates eliminated in the data preprocessing phase. Temporal data mining phase consists of 2 main 
tasks: the first one is trend abstraction by using temporal abstraction and the next process is to perform data 
mining employing artificial neural networks (ANN). Datasets from the abstraction process are used as variables 
in the input layer of the neural network. The architecture implemented is multi-layer perceptron. The output 
from the ANN is mapped with visual structure to provide user interactivity. 
3.1. Data collection 
Data used in this study are supported by HIV Netherlands Australia Thailand Research Collaboration (HIV-
NAT) which is an international research organization on HIV. They have treated more than 1600 HIV adult 
patients since 1996. To identify which features are need, there is a guideline for HIV patient monitoring [1]. In 
predicting treatment outcome CD4 and VL results are primary indicators. The data used have diơerent length 
and frequency as scheduled visits and times that patients start treatment may vary. The biggest database 
consists of the laboratory results, containing more than 1.5 million records. The database contains inconsistent 
types of values, where some are string and some are numeric. Moreover, the treatment database also contains 
non-unified notation. Therefore, it is essential to perform data preprocessing where errors, type mismatch and 
non-unified data are cleaned. Parameters required for treatment outcome prediction are in Table 1.  
  
Fig. 2. Architecture of decision support system using temporal data mining with interactive visualization. 
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Table 1. Required information for Treatment outcome prediction 
Table Variables 
Demographic Sex, Age, CDC stage, Smoking status, HIV exposure 
Treatment Regimen, Start date, Stop date 
Viral load Test date, Result 
Immunological Test date, Result 
3.1.1. General preprocessing  
The database that stores laboratory results is not atomic; the column containing results has different types of 
data, both string and numeric, which need to be transformed into numerical values in order to be interpretable. 
Some results may contain numeric and string characters e.g.: <50 or >1.003; in such cases, the less than (<) or 
greater than (>) symbols are removed and only values kept. Duplicate results within the same test date exist in 
the database and need to be removed. However, it is possible to have two results from the same sample though 
tests were performed on diơerent dates; in this case both results are kept. Another task is to detect noisy data 
caused by human error during data entering.  
3.1.2. Dataset extraction 
Before discussing data extraction, the following terminologies need to be described: 
x Treatment class: the primary class or backbone of the ARV regimen. HIV patients are treated with 
an ARV regimen which consists of at least 2 drugs. It always has a primary drug which 
distinguishes the regimen. For example, of 3TC+d4T+NVP the first two drugs are from the same 
class, which is NRTI, while the primary or backbone for this regimen is NVP which is from the 
NNRTI class. Thus this regimen is called NNRTI-based. The treatment class is used instead of drug 
combination in order to minimize the large collection of possible regimens. 
x Period: the time interval from start until stop date of each treatment class. 
 
As evident from the database 13% of patients have experienced treatment failure that caused them to change 
treatment to another class. However, early detecting before failure occurrence can preserve more drug options. 
Two features are involved which are CD4 and viral load result. These results map to treatment class and its 
period. In Table 2, if there are 6 tests perform during 16-Jul-04 to 4-Apr-07, those results will be mapped to the 
NNRTI based regimen for patient number 000006. The length of each period varies from 1 month to 172 
months or 14 years as some patients can be maintained on the same class since treatment initiation. The 
average length is 35.1 months or around 3 years. Number of tests or frequency in each period varies as well: for 
CD4 in one period one can have 1 to 62 tests (13 tests in average) while for viral load the range 1 to 58 tests 
(11 tests in average). To deal with unequal length and frequency, temporal abstraction is selected as a technique 
in this paper. For patients who have experienced treatment failure, the date of diagnosis is used and mapped to 
the drug class period. 
3.2. Temporal abstraction (TA) process 
TA is a technique to abstract the state and trend of time series data into symbols. The process of TA involves 
two phases; basic and complex TA. This paper applies basic TA for short-term and long-term change tests from 
[6] and [2]. Before abstracting trend into a symbol they first use visual analysis and define patterns for their 
time series data. 
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Table 2. Example of treatment classes and period 
PID Drug combination Class Start date Stop date 
000006  3TC+d4T+NVP  NNRTI based regimens  16-Jul-04  4-Apr-07  
000006  LPV/r  Single PI  24-Dec-08  4-Aug-10  
000006  LPV/r+TDF  PI based regimens  23-Feb-11  16-Dec-11  
000007  3TC+EFV+TDF  NNRTI based regimens  4-Jan-08  20-Aug-08  
000007  3TC+LPV/r+TDF  PI based regimens  20-Aug-08  20-Oct-09  
 
x Basic TA phase. 
Figure 3 presents the process of TA. To perform the basic TA phase, TA rules or defined thresholds are 
to obtained from guidelines or an expert. At a single time stamp point within the period, values of 
selected features are transformed into states (XL: extremely low, L: low, NL: lower than normal, N: 
normal, NH: higher than normal, H: high and XH: extremely high); the threshold of each state is defined 
as in Figure 4(a). Then, a basic TA algorithm will summarize the base states of that period to describe 
what the primary state is in that time interval. At the end of basic TA phase, outputs which are the TA 
state and base state will be next used as input for the complex TA algorithm. 
x Complex TA phase. 
Complex TA is the task that transforms time series data into a pattern by using state, relation and trend. 
From visual analysis, [6] has divided possible trends into 4 patterns state primitives are presented in 
Figure 4(a). Trend primitives comprise of S (stable), I (increase), FI (fast increase), D (decrease) and FD 
(fast decrease). Increase means that the value increases from one state to the next higher state, while fast 
increase means that value increases from one state to extreme states. Relation is an operator that 
connects two states or connects state and trend. Relation consists of “>” (change state to), “&” (and), “-” 
(and then), and “/” (X/Y means the majority of points are in state X and the minority of points are in 
state Y).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As illustrated in Figure 4(b) the interval of this case is between Aug-08 to Dec-11, which is the period when 
patient took the PI base regimen. All CD4 results within this period were abstracted by character symbols at the 
basic TA phase. As CD4 result is long term changed test to abstract more relation and change of state, complex 
TA is applied and the output is L>N which means that CD4 value changing from Low region to Normal region. 
The algorithm of TA for short and long term changed test is explained in [2], and [6]. At the end of this phase,  
Fig. 3. Temporal abstraction process. 
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trend abstraction is obtained in form of a symbol which able to describe trends of selected features (CD4 and 
VL test). Then result from complex TA will be used as an input field for ANN. 
3.3. Resampling and Partitioning 
The classification of treatment outcome is identified from actual diagnosis. Therefore, the sample size of 
each particular class is imbalanced. Figure 5 presents sample size where the original dataset has one majority 
class: Normal class which can overwhelm classification result as mentioned in [9]. The solution is to resample 
the original data with a balanced number of samples. This study uses an under-sampling technique as it is more 
eơective than oversampling [10] by using a cluster centroid to select the sample. From the original dataset a 
number of k clusters will be assigned for each class – thus one class will consist of k clusters and represented 
by cluster centroid. 200 clusters were assigned as it is not exceed the number of minority class in original 
dataset. Another resampling technique used in this paper, instead of k-cluster centroids, is based on a small 
fixed number of clusters. In this case, five clusters are assigned to each class and the nearest samples to the 
cluster center selected as representative of each cluster. To compare the performance of these resampling 
techniques, equal numbers of samples are assigned. Therefore, 40 nearest samples to the cluster center were 
selected. In one class, there are 5-clusters, which multiplied by 40 nearest samples, equals the first resampling 
technique. The graph presented in Figure 5 is the sample size after the resampling technique.  
In order to avoid a biased model, data are divided into two parts: training and testing. Training data is used 
in model building where testing data is unseen data used for measuring model performance. In this paper, 80% 
of the data is for training and 20% for testing. This partition is applied to the original data and two resampling 
datasets. 
3.4. Data mining process 
From the temporal abstraction part, datasets were prepared for use in a neural network as a neural network 
invokes supervised learning where the actual output is known and the model learns from experience. Therefore, 
in dataset preparation, patients who have experienced treatment failure are identified by a flag variable, where 0 
is no event present and 1 is event presented; this is a target variable in output layer. Date of diagnosis from the 
case experience is used to map to the period of each treatment class.  
The neural network topology applied in this study is multilayer perceptron with the back-propagation 
learning algorithm. The model learns by adjusting weights until it obtains the prediction result with least error 
rate. As shown in Figure 6(a) where x is an input to neuron node, w is the weight assigned for that input to use 
in calculating the weight sum and transfer function to predicted output y. The error function calculates the 
difference between expected (y) and actual (z) output. Then new weight is assigned to the neuron.  
Fig. 4. (a) State primitive and threshold of selected features; (b) Transformation from raw time series data into basic and complex TA. 
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To predict treatment outcome, 8 input variables are used as in Figure 6(b). For CD4 and VL, they are time 
series data which were abstracted to their trend within a defined time interval using the TA technique. 
Therefore, a sample is represented by one record because values at each different time point within the interval 
are abstracted and represented as a symbol. For this reason, demographic data which have one value over time 
can be combined with time series data. The output variable is assigned as a flag variable, where two possible 
values are available; 0 means normal and 1 is failure.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Result and Experiment 
4.1. Pattern abstraction from Complex TA 
CD4 and VL features which were selected are abstracted and their trend represented by using the concept of 
complex TA as described in section 3.2. Complex TA can abstract a single trend into 22 trends while actual 
implementation in this paper abstracts trend as presented in Figure 7 for normal, low and high regions. The 
reference line in red indicates normal and high region and below the normal line is the low region. The features 
do not have all trends as defined in [6]. For example, CD4 complex TA abstracts into 19 patterns, while VL is 
abstracts into 17 patterns. However, there is a null pattern, which means the sequence of data cannot fit any 
defined pattern.  
The majority of the abstracted trends are assigned the correct symbol according to the reference work. 
However, there still are some points whose trend cannot be completely abstracted.  
Fig. 5. Sample size after resampling 
Fig. 6. (a)Weight adjustment in back-propagation learning algorithm; (b)Variables used in ANN 
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For example, for H-D the trend should decrease continuously but an increasing point can be observed as well. 
On the other hand, H-FD means the trend begin in a high region and drop into a lower region immediately. This 
corresponds with the actual pattern where it rapidly changes from a high region to a normal region or from a 
high region to a low region. While a “null” pattern exists for every feature, it depends on the quality of the data 
where there is missing data. For a given null pattern only two sequences of data exist in the defined period. 
Therefore, the algorithm cannot abstract the pattern for this situation. 
4.2. Accuracy 
As an unbalanced dataset can overwhelm the performance of ANN, resampling techniques are used. The 
first technique is to use cluster centroids (resampling 1), while another one uses nearest samples to cluster 
center (resampling 2). For this reason there are 3 datasets: original, resampling 1, and resampling 2. This 
section compares accuracy for each dataset. The accuracy is the percentage of correct predictions compared to 
the actual result. Additionally, a confusion matrix is used to present prediction results by comparing with the 
actual value for each individual class. Three diơerent datasets can produce highly accurate results, which are 
slightly diơerent with respect to both training and testing data. Figure 8 is a graph that represents the accuracy 
for three datasets where the blue bar represents the training dataset and the red bar the testing dataset with the 
proportion of 80:20. From the original dataset the accuracy is 87% approximately, which is close to resampling 
2 where the accuracy is 90%. On the other hand, the accuracy slightly drops in resampling 1 where it reaches 
76% in average.  
However when further considering the confusion matrix as in Figure 9, there is the interesting point whether 
the original dataset can produce high accuracy; however, most wrong predictions occurs in class 1. Confusion 
matrix demonstrates that items in class 1 of the original dataset were predicted to be in class 0 for 199  
Fig. 7. Trend abstracted with complex TA 
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instances, while only 7.9% of instances were correctly predicted. In comparison, with resampling 1 and 2 there 
were 86.8% and 83.5% of correct prediction respectively. Resampling 2 seems to produce better performance 
than resampling 1 and original dataset. 
4.3. Variable importance 
ANN calculates the importance of a variable in achieving predicted results. The importance of variables is 
calculated as a value which varies from 0.0 to 1.0. The temporal abstraction of viral load has highest 
importance with 0.22, correspondent to Thai HIV guidelines on managing patients with HIV. This guideline 
mentions that “VL is more accurate and reliable than CD4 to monitor treatment response and for early 
detection of treatment failure” [1]. It ensures that the best indicator to determine who would have treatment 
failure is the trend of viral load values. 
4.4. Experiment 
In this part, ANN for predicting treatment outcome is applied to current patients who have taken ARV 
treatment without report of treatment outcome yet. However, these patients may have experienced treatment 
failure from their previous treatment class. More than one thousand patients are involved in the dataset; CD4 
and VL trend abstraction over the period of current treatment are prepared using an ANN model. Among these 
patients, ANN predicts that 38 patients (3%) have trends indicating treatment failure.  
 
Figure 10 on the right side presents the trend abstraction of CD4 and Viral load of patients who trend 
towards treatment failure. Darker color and size emphasize the population size in that group. From this figure, 
patients who have viral load at High level and trend fast increase (H-FI) together with CD4 which is in a Low 
state and decreasing quickly (L-FD) will have treatment failure. Another failure pattern is VL=H/N and CD4= 
L>N where patients have their viral load mainly in high level while their CD4 increase from low to normal 
level. Comparing the CD4 and VL trends in actual failure cased as in Figure 10 on the left side, it is obvious 
that all failure cases have VL at High region while CD4 fluctuates in low, normal or high states. The predicted 
cases have similar VL and CD4 patterns as the actual case. 
Fig. 8. Model accuracy for treatment outcome prediction 
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4.5. Visualization 
The prototype is provided to the user for feedback acquisition by individual interview; the view is then 
adjusted according to comments. After feedback from individual interview, visualization is adjusted and the 
principle of “Visual Information Seeking Mantra” applied, namely, overview, zooming, filtering and detail-on-
demands [11]. Visualization provides overview of the data where a whole population is illustrated using a pie 
graph separated by sex and prediction result, which are female/male and normal/trend to failure, respectively. 
Colors in a pie chart identify treatment classes. Alternatively, users can view prediction results by CDC stage, 
where color identifies treatment outcome: red is trend to failure and blue is normal. Users can drill down to 
each population group, list of individual cases in each group being provided for further details when an 
individual patient is selected. Details of laboratory values are displayed as illustrated in Figure 11. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
Temporal abstraction enables the ANN model to combine static and dynamic data together by abstracting 
dynamic data (data that change over time interval) into a single symbol. This is a suitable technique for 
learning with time series data where time has an influence on the occurrence of an event. Additionally, this 
technique can deal with large datasets where data are collected cumulatively. Resampling techniques with 
nearest samples to cluster center (resampling 2) can produce higher accuracy when compared with original 
datasets using cluster centroids technique (resampling 1). Resampling 2 can emphasize and represent distinct 
characteristic of each class. Although resampling 1 can represent all characteristics of each class, they were 
represented with only one sample from cluster centroid. Resampling 2 was represented by a number of nearest 
samples to each cluster instead of a single sample. Temporal data mining in this study has been applied to 
current patients being treated with ARV at HIV-NAT. The aim of this paper has been achieved as visualization 
can provide overview monitoring by predicting treatment outcome. User can see their patients who follow up at 
the clinic and can detect the event earlier, even for patients who do not visit at the clinic. This allows physicians 
to perform actions to prevent an event that may aơect treatment eƥcacy. 
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